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Abstract
Using the differential geometry of curves and surfaces, the L-equivalent
soliton equations of the some (2+1) - dimensional integrable spin sys-
tems are found. These equations include the modified Novikov-Veselov,
Kadomtsev- Petviashvili, Nizhnik-Novikov-Veselov and other equations.
Some aspects of the connection between geometry and multidimensional
soliton equations are discussed.
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1 Introduction
The relation between geometry and soliton equations has been the subject
of continued interest in recent years[1-9]. In general the connection between
geometry and nonlinear partial differential equations(NPDE) has the long his-
tory (for a historical review, see, e.g., [4]). Spin systems (which are the impor-
tant from physical and mathematical point of views subclass of NPDE) are a
good laboratory to demonstrate and to understand the connection of geometry
and NPDE. The first representative of integrable spin systems is the isotropic
Landau-Lifshitz equation(LLE)[2,10]
~St = ~S ∧ ~Sxx (1)
where ~S2 = E = ±1. Here and hereafter subcripts denote partial derivatives.
Pioneering work by Lakshmanan [2] showed that the LLE (1) is equivalent to
the known nonlinear Schrodinger equation(NLSE)
iqt + qxx + 2E | q |2 q = 0 (2)
for the case E = +1 (for the case E = −1 the such equivalence was established
in [17]). This equivalence in [17] we called the Lakshmanan equivalence
or shortly L-equivalence. As well known between equations(1) and (2) take
place the gauge equivalence[15].
Let us, first, we briefly recall some of the well known facts on the geometrical
formalism that used in [2], with the minor modifications (including the case
E = −1) of ref.[17]. Consider the motion of curves which are given by

 ~e1~e2
~e3


x
= C

 ~e1~e2
~e3

 , (3a)

 ~e1~e2
~e3


t
= G

 ~e1~e2
~e3

 (3b)
with
C =

 0 k 0−Ek 0 τ
0 −τ 0

 , G =

 0 ω3 −ω2−Eω3 0 ω1
Eω2 −ω1 0

 .
Hence we have
Ct −Gx + [C,G] = 0 (4)
Here ~e1, ~e2, ~e3 denote respectively the unit tangent, normal and binornal vectors,
defined in the usual way, k and τ are respectively the curvature and torsion of
the curve. Note that (3a) is the usual Serret-Frenet equation (SFE). If ~S = ~e1,
then the function q = k2e
−i∂−1x τ satisfies the NLSE(2), that is, equations(1) and
(2) are L-equivalent each to other.
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As known recently many efforts have been made to study the (2+1)-dimensional
integrable NPDE[11-14]. Here we have the interesting fact: the (1+1) - dimen-
sional integrable NPDE admit some number (not one) integrable (and nonin-
tegrable) (2+1) - dimensional generalizations. So, for example, the LLE(1) has
the following (2+1) - dimensional integrable and nonintegrable extensions:
1◦. The Myrzakulov I (M-I) equation[17]
~St = (~S ∧ ~Sy + u~S)x (5a)
ux = −~S(~Sx ∧ ~Sy) (5b)
2◦. The Myrzakulov VIII (M-VIII) equation[17]
iSt =
1
2
[Sxx, S] + iwSx (6a)
wy =
1
4i
tr(S[Sx, Sy]) (6b)
3◦. The Ishimori equation[17]
iSt +
1
2
[S, (
1
4
Sxx + α
2Syy)] + iuySx + iuxSy = 0 (7a)
α2uyy − 1
4
uxx =
α2
4i
tr(S[Sy, Sx]) (7b)
4◦. The Myrzakulov IX (M-IX) equation[17]
iSt +
1
2
[S,M1S] +A2Sx +A1Sy = 0 (8a)
M2u =
α2
4i
tr(S[Sy, Sx]) (8b)
5◦. The Myrzakulov XVIII (M-XVIII) equation[17]
iSt +
1
2
[S, (
1
4
Sxx − α(2b+ 1)Sxy + α2Syy)] +A20Sx +A10Sy = 0 (9a)
α2uyy − 1
4
uxx =
α2
4i
tr(S[Sy, Sx]) (9b)
6◦. The (2+1) - dimensional LLE
~St = ~S ∧ (~Sxx + ~Syy) (10)
All of these equations in 1+1 dimension reduce to the LLE(1). Note that here
the Ishimori(7), M-I(5), M-VIII(6), M-IX(8) and M-XVIII(9) equations are
integrable, at the same time equation (10) is not integrable.
In the study of the (2+1) - dimensional NPDE naturally arise the following
questions:
1◦. What is the analog of the SFE(3a) in 2+1 dimensions?
2
Answer: The analog of the SFE(3a) in 2+1 dimensions is the
following set of equations:
 ~e1~e2
~e3


x
= C

 ~e1~e2
~e3

 ,

 ~e1~e2
~e3


y
= D

 ~e1~e2
~e3

 (11)
with
C =

 0 k 0−Ek 0 τ
0 −τ 0

 , D =

 0 m3 m2−Em3 0 m1
Em2 −m1 0

 . (12)
In [17] , this set of equations was called the Serret-Frenet-Myrzakulov equa-
tion(SFME). [ Compare the SFME(11) with the usual SFE(3a)]. Note that
from the SFME(11) follows the following conditions
Cy −Dx + [C,D] = 0, (13a)
or in terms of elements
m1 = ∂
−1
x (τy + Ekm2), (13b)
m2 = ∂
−1
x (km1 − τm3) (13c)
m3 = ∂
−1
x (ky − τm2). (13d)
These conditions play a key role in the geometrical interpretation of the (2+1)
- dimensional NPDE from the integrability point of view. In particular, as it
seems to us, these conditions suggest to us, how find the integrable reductions
of the (2+1) - dimensional NPDE. Let us return to questions.
2◦. What is the (2+1)-dimensional version of the L-equivalence?
3◦. How find the L-equivalent counterparts of the known and new integrable
and nonintegrable NPDE?
and so on. May be the some answers of the some these questions were given in
[17]. It should be noted that the SFME(11) plays a key role in our construction.
The other new moment of our formalism, that is, it contain both cases: the
focusing version when E = +1 (the Euclidean case) and the defocusing case
when E = −1 (the Minkowski case).
Third, the central element of our construction is the Myrzakulov - 0(M-0)
equation. Let us consider a n - dimensional space Rn with the unit basic vectors
ej , j = 1, 2, ..., n. Let ~S ≡ ~e1, ~S2 ≡ ~e21 = E = ±1. Then, for example, the (3+1)
- dimensional M-0 equation reads as[9]
~St =
n∑
j=2
aj~ej (14a)
~Sx =
n∑
j=2
bj~ej (14b)
~Sy =
n∑
j=2
cj~ej (14c)
3
~Sz =
n∑
j=2
dj~ej (14d)
In this paper we consider the some integrable reductions of the (2+1) -
dimensional M-0 equation. Using the geometrical formalism the L-equivalent
counterparts of the some (2+1) - dimensional integrable spin systems were
found.
2 The Myrzakulov XVII equation
The Myrzakulov XVII(M-XVII) equation
~St =
1
4
~Sxxx − 3
4
~Sxyy + C1~Sx + C2~Sy + C3~S, (15a)
Vx + iVy =
1
8
[(~S2x +
~S2y)x − i(~S2x + ~S2y)y] (15b)
was introduced in [17] and arises from the compatibility conditions of the linear
problem
Φy = SΦx, Φt = Φxxx +B2Φxx +B1Φx (16)
Here
B2 =
3
2
SSx, B1 =
3
4
SSxx+
3
16
(~S2x+~S
2
y+8V¯+8V )I+
3
2
(V¯−V )S+3i
8
S{Sx, Sy}+3i
4
Sxy
C1 =
3
16
(~S2x +
~S2y + 8V¯ + 8V ), C2 =
3
4
(2iV¯ − 2iV − ~Sx~Sy),
C3 = −3
2
{[V¯ + V − 3
8
~S2x]x +
1
2
(~Sx~Sy)y}S = 1
4
~S(3~Sxyy − ~Sxxx),
~S = (S1, S2) is the spin vector, ~S
2 = E = ±1, V is scalar function, S =∑3
k=1 Skσk(S3 = 0), σk are Pauli matrix,
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
It is convenient sometimes the following form of the M-XVII equation
~St = ~Szzz + ~Sz¯z¯z¯ + C
−~Sz + C
+~Sz¯ + C3~S, (17a)
Vz¯ =
1
2
(~Sz ~Sz¯)z (17b)
where z = x+ iy.
3 The Serret-Frenet-Myrzakulov equation and the
mNVE as the L-equivalent counterpart of the M-
XVII equation
In this section we find the L-equivalent counterpart of the M-XVII equation(15).
To this purpose, following[17] we consider the motion of 2-dimensional curves.
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The Serret-Frenet-Myrzaluov equation(SFME) in this case has the form[17]
(
~e1
~e2
)
x
= C
(
~e1
~e2
)
,
(
~e1
~e2
)
y
= D
(
~e1
~e2
)
, (18)
with
C =
(
0 k
−Ek 0
)
, D =
(
0 m
−Em 0
)
, (19)
where m = ∂−1x ky. [ Compare the SFME(18) with the usual SFE(
~e1
~e2
)
x
= C
(
~e1
~e2
)
, C =
(
0 k
−Ek 0
)
]
At the same time the time evolution of curve is specified by(
~e1
~e2
)
t
= G
(
~e1
~e2
)
. (20)
Here ~ek are a unit basic vectors,
G =
(
0 ω
−Eω 0
)
, (21)
k is the curvature of curve. From these equations we have
Cy −Dx + [C,D] = 0, Ct −Gx + [C,G] = 0, Dt −Gy + [D,G] = 0. (22)
So we get
kt = ωx, mt = ωy. (23)
Let ~S ≡ ~e1. Then we obtain
ω =
1
4
(kxx − 3kyy)− 1
4
(k3 − km2) + c1k + c2m. (24)
with
c1 =
3
16
(k2 +m2 + 8V¯ + 8V ), c2 =
3
4
(2iV¯ − 2iV − km).
Now introduce the following new real function
q = [k2/4 + (∂−1x ky)
2]
1
2 (25)
It is not difficult check that this function satisfies the following modified Novikov-
Veselov equation(mNVE)
qt = (qzzz + 3V qz +
3
2
Vzq) + (qz¯z¯z¯ + 3V¯ qz¯ +
3
2
V¯z¯q) (26a)
Vz¯ = (q
2)z. (26b)
5
where z = x + iy. As well known this equation was introduced in[26] and is
associated with the Lax representation
LmNVΨ =
(
∂ −q
q ∂¯
)
Ψ = 0 (27a)
Ψt = (A
+ +A−)Ψ (27b)
where
A+ = ∂3+3
(
0 −qz
0 V
)
∂+
3
2
(
0 2qV
0 Vz
)
, A− = ∂¯3+3
(
V¯ ∂¯ 0
qz¯ 0
)
∂¯+
3
2
(
V¯z¯ 0
−2qV¯ 0
)
.
So we have proved that the mNVE(26) and the M-XVII equation(15) are L-
equivalent each to other that coincide with the fact that these equations too
are gauge eqivalent each to other[16].
4 The related spin systems and their L-equivalents
4.1 The Myrzakulov XI equation
The mNV equation(26) is the some modification of the Novikov - Veselov equa-
tion(NVE)
qt = qzzz + qz¯z¯z¯ + (V q)z + (V¯ q)z¯, (28a)
Vz¯ = 3(q
2)z. (28b)
The NV equation(28) was introduced in[24-25]. In contrast with the mNVE,
the NVE(28) is associated with the (L,A,B)- triple
∂
∂t
LNV + [LNV , A]−BLNV = 0, (29)
LNV = ∂∂¯ + q, A = (∂3 + V ∂) + (∂¯3 + V¯ ∂¯), B = ∂V + ∂¯V¯ . (30)
Let us consider the other form of the NVE
qt = αqxxx + βqyyy − 3α(vq)x − 3β(wq)y (31a)
wx = qy (31b)
vy = qx. (31c)
This equation is the compatibility condition of the linear problem
φxy = qφ (32a)
φt = αφxxx + βφyyy − 3αvφx − 3βwφy (32b)
and introduced in [24-25]. Here note the NVE(31) is the Lakshmanan equivalent
to the following (2+1)-dimensional integrable spin model - the socalled M-XI
equation[17]
~St =
ω
k
~Sx (33)
6
with
ω = αqxxx + βqyyy − 3α(vq)x − 3β(wq)y (34a)
vy = k (34b)
wx = m (34c)
where q = ∂−1x k.
4.2 The Myrzakulov X equation
Similarly we can show that the M-X equation
~St = (3k
2 + kxx + 3α
2w)k−1 ~Sx (35a)
wxx = kyy (35b)
is equivalent to the famous Kadomtsev - Petviashvili equation(KPE)
(qt − 6qqx − qxxx)x = 3α2qyy (36)
with q = k.
5 Conclusion
We have discussed the differential geometrical approach to study the some prop-
erties of soliton equations in 2+1 dimensions. Using the geometrical formalism
which was presented in[17], the L-equivalent counterparts of the some inte-
grable (2+1) - dimensional spin systems are obtained. So we have shown that
the Lakshmanan equivalent soliton equations of the M-XVII, M-XI and M-X
equations are the well known modified Novikov - Veselov, Novikov - Veselov
and Kadomtsev - Petviashvili equations respectively. Finally note that the
some other aspects of the some spin systems were considered in [19-23].
6 Appendix A: On the some integrable (2+1)-dimensional
spin systems
6.1 The Myrzakulov IX equation
We note that the M-XVII equation(15) is related with the Myrzakulov - IX(M-
IX) hierarchy
iSt +
1
2
[S,M1S] +A2Sx +A1Sy = 0 (37a)
M2u =
α2
4i
tr(S[Sy, Sx]) (37b)
where α, b, a= consts and
S =
(
S3 rS
−
rS+ −S3
)
, S± = S1 ± iS2, S2 = I, r2 = ±1
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M1 = α
2 ∂
2
∂y2
− 2α(b − a) ∂
2
∂x∂y
+ (a2 − 2ab− b) ∂
2
∂x2
;
M2 = α
2 ∂
2
∂y2
− α(2a + 1) ∂
2
∂x∂y
+ a(a+ 1)
∂2
∂x2
,
A1 = 2i{(2ab + a+ b)ux − (2b+ 1)αuy}
A2 = 2i{(2ab + a+ b)uy − α−1(2a2b+ a2 + 2ab+ b)ux}.
These set of equations is integrable and the Lax representation of the M-IX
equation(37) is given by[17]
αΦy =
1
2
[S + (2a+ 1)I]Φx (38a)
Φt =
i
2
[S + (2b+ 1)I]Φxx +
i
2
WΦx (38b)
with
W1 =W −W2 = (2b+ 1)E + (2b− a+ 1
2
)SSx + (2b+ 1)FS
W2 =W −W1 = FI + 1
2
Sx +ES + αSSy
E = − i
2α
ux, F =
i
2
(
(2a+ 1)ux
α
− 2uy)
It is well known that the M-IX equation(37) is equivalent to the following
Zakharov equation[13]
iqt +M1q + vq = 0, (39a)
ipt −M1p− vp = 0, (39b)
M2v = −2M1(pq), (39c)
where v = i(c11− c22), p = Eq¯. It is interest note that the M-IX equation(37)
admits the some integrable reductions. Let us now present these particular
integrable cases.
6.2 The Myrzakulov VIII equation
Let b = 0. Then equations(37) take the form
iSt =
1
2
[Sξξ, S] + iwSξ (40a)
wη =
1
4i
tr(S[Sξ, Sη]) (40b)
where
ξ = x+
a+ 1
α
y, η = −x− a
α
y, w = uξ,
which is the M-VIII equation[17]. The equivalent counterpart of the M-VIII
equation(40) we obtain from(39) as b = 0
iqt + qξξ + vq = 0, (41a)
vη = −2r2(q¯q)ξ, (41b)
which is the other Zakharov equation[13].
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6.3 The Ishimori equation
Now consider the case: a = b = −12 . In this case equations(37) reduces to the
well known Ishimori equation
iSt +
1
2
[S, (
1
4
Sxx + α
2Syy)] + iuySx + iuxSy = 0 (42a)
α2uyy − 1
4
uxx =
α2
4i
tr(S[Sy, Sx]) (42b)
The equivalent counterpart of the equation(42) is the Davey-Stewartson equa-
tion
iqt +
1
4
qxx + α
2qyy + vq = 0 (43a)
α2vyy − 1
4
vxx = −2{α2(pq)yy + 1
4
(pq)xx} (43b)
that follows from the ZE(39). Note that equations (42) and (43) are gauge
equivalent each to other[11].
6.4 The Myrzakulov XVIII equation
Consider the reduction: a = −12 . Then (37) reduces to the M-XVIII equa-
tion[17]
iSt +
1
2
[S, (
1
4
Sxx − α(2b+ 1)Sxy + α2Syy)] +A20Sx +A10Sy = 0 (44a)
α2uyy − 1
4
uxx =
α2
4i
tr(S[Sy, Sx]) (44b)
where Aj0 = Aj as a = −12 . The corresponding gauge equivalent equation
obtain from(39) and looks like
iqt +
1
4
qxx − α(2b + 1)qxy + α2qyy + vq = 0 (45a)
α2vyy − 1
4
vxx = −2{α2(pq)yy − α(2b+ 1)(pq)xy + 1
4
(pq)xx} (45b)
Note that the Lax representations of equations(40), (42) and (44) we can get
from (38) as b = 0, a = b = −12 and a = −12 respectively.
7 Appendix B: Differential geometry of surfaces and
the M-XXII equation
Consider the Myrzakulov (M-XXII) equation[17]
−iSt = 1
2
([S, Sy] + 2iuS)x +
i
2
V1Sx − 2ib2Sy (46a)
ux = −~S(~Sx ∧ ~Sy), V1x = 1
4b2
(~S2x)y, (46b)
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where ~S = (S1, S2, S3) is a spin vector, ~S
2 = E = ±1. These equations are
integrable. The corresponding Lax representation is given by[17]
Φx = {−i(λ2 − b2)S + λ− b
2b
SSx}Φ (47a)
Φt = 2λ
2Φy + {(λ2 − b2)(2A+B) + (λ− b)C}Φ (47b)
with
A =
1
4
([S, Sy]+2iuS)+
i
4
V1S, B =
i
2
V1S, C = − V1
4b2
SSx+
i
2b
{Sxy−[Sx, A]}.
Here spin matrix has the form
S =
(
S3 rS
−
rS+ −S3
)
, S2 = I, r2 = ±1, S± = S1 ± iS2.
Now find the Lakshmanan equivalent counterpart of the M-XXII equation
(46) for the case E = +1 (for the case E = −1, see, e.g., [17]). To this end we
can use the two geometrical approaches(D- and C-approaches). Let us use the
C-approach, i.e., the surface approach. Consider the motion of surface in the 3-
dimensional space which generated by a position vector ~r(x, y, t) = ~r(x1, x2, t).
According to the C-approach, x and y are local coordinates on the surface. The
first and second fundamental forms in the usual notation are given by
I = d~rd~r = Edx2 + 2Fdxdy +Gdy2, II = −d~rd~n = Ldx2 + 2Mdxdy +Ndy2
(48)
where
E = ~rx~rx = g11, F = ~rx~ry = g12, G = ~ry2 = g22,
L = ~n~rxx = b11, M = ~n~rxy = b12, N = ~n~ryy = b22, ~n =
(~rx ∧ ~ry)
.
|~rx ∧ ~ry|.
In this case, the set of equations of the C-approach[17], becomes
~rt =W1~rx +W2~ry +W3~n (49a)
~rxx = Γ
1
11~rx + Γ
2
11~ry + L~n (49b)
~rxy = Γ
1
12~rx + Γ
2
12~ry +M~n (49c)
~ryy = Γ
1
22~rx + Γ
2
22~ry +N~n (49d)
~nx = p1~rx + p2~ry (49e)
~ny = q1~rx + q2~ry (49f)
whereWj are some functions, Γ
k
ij are the Christoffel symbols of the second kind
defined by the metric gij and g
ij = (gij)
−1 as
Γkij =
1
2
gkl(
∂glj
∂xi
+
∂gil
∂xj
− ∂gij
∂xl
) (50)
The coefficients pi, qi are given by
pi = −b1jgji, qi = −b2jgji. (51)
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The compatibility conditions ~rxxy = ~rxyx and ~ryyx = ~rxyy yield the following
Mainardi-Peterson-Codazzi equations (MPCE)
Rlijk = bijb
l
k − bikblj ,
∂bij
∂xk
− ∂bik
∂xj
= Γsikbis − Γsijbks (52)
where bji = g
jlbil and the curvature tenzor has the form
Rlijk =
∂Γlij
∂xk
− ∂Γ
l
ik
∂xj
+ ΓsijΓ
l
ks − ΓsikΓljs (53)
Let Z = (rx, ry, n)
t . Then
Zx = AZ, Zy = BZ (54)
where
A =

 Γ
1
11 Γ
2
11 L
Γ112 Γ
2
12 M
p1 p2 0

 , B =

 Γ
1
12 Γ
2
12 M
Γ122 Γ
2
22 N
q1 q2 0

 . (55)
Hence we get the new form of the MPCE(52)
Ay −Bx + [A,B] = 0 (56)
Let us introduce the orthogonal trihedral[17]
~e1 =
~rx√
E
, ~e2 = ~n, ~e3 = ~e1 ∧ ~e2 (57)
Let ~r2x = E = ±1 and F = 0. Then the vectors ~ej satisfy the following
Serret-Frenet-Myrzakulov equation(SFME)
 ~e1~e2
~e3


x
= C

 ~e1~e2
~e3

 ,

 ~e1~e2
~e3


y
= D

 ~e1~e2
~e3

 (58)
and the time equation 
 ~e1~e2
~e3


t
= G

 ~e1~e2
~e3

 (59)
with
C =

 0 k 0−Ek 0 τ
0 −τ 0

 , D =

 0 m3 −m2−Em3 0 m1
Em2 −m1 0

 , G =

 0 ω3 −ω2−Eω3 0 ω1
Eω2 −ω1 0

 ,
where
k =
L
2
, τ =MG−1/2. (60)
Hence we have
Cy −Dx + [C,D] = 0, Ct −Gx + [C,G] = 0, Dt −Gy + [D,G] = 0. (61)
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Now let ~S = ~e1. Let us now introduce the new function q by
q =
k
2b
exp i[
1
8
∂−1x (k
2b−2 − 4τ)− 2b2x] (62)
Then the function q satisfies the following equations[17]
iqt + qyx +
i
2
[(V1q)x − V2q − qpqy] = 0 (63a)
ipt − pyx + i
2
[(V1p)x + V2p− qppy] = 0 (63b)
V1x = (pq)y, V2x = pyxq − pqyx (63c)
where p = Eq¯. This set of equations is the L-equivalent counterpart of the
M-XXII equation(46). As it seems to us, equations (63) are new integrable
equation. We will call (63) the M-XXIIq equation. Now let us consider the
following transformation
q′ = q exp(− i
2
∂−1x |q|2) (64)
Then the new variable q′ satisfies the Strachan equation[18]
iq′t + q
′
xy + i(V q
′)x = 0, Vx = E(|q′|2)y. (65)
We see that the M-XXIIq equation(7) and the Strachan equation(22) is
gauge equivalent to each other.
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